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Abstract—In this paper we characterize the contributions made by employees (developers that work for GitHub, the company) and volunteers (developers that use GitHub, the platform) to OSS projects maintained by GitHub (the company) on GitHub (the platform). By mining activities performed in five well-known company-owned OSS projects, we investigate what they do and when they do it. We found that the majority of the volunteers’ contributions are related to reengineering (e.g., refactoring), while employees focus more on management (e.g., documentation). When it comes to the working hours, we found that contributions are made mostly from 9am–5pm, even for the volunteers.

Index Terms—Open Source Software, Employees, Volunteers

I. INTRODUCTION

OSS development was often regarded as a voluntary activity [1], in which developers spend their own free time to construct, design, test, and refactor projects. However, the last few years introduced fundamental changes to how OSS is developed. These changes are mostly due to the wave of software companies supporting, maintaining, and releasing OSS projects on a regular basis [2]. For instance, Apple released Swift as an open source project, while Microsoft released the ASP.net framework. OSS contributors are now a mix of both volunteers (i.e., developers that contribute to a project in their free time) and employees (i.e., developers hired by the company to maintain the OSS projects).

While the individual motivations of employee and volunteer contributors have been examined before [3], [4], [5], researchers have not explored their interplay. In this paper, we compare these two contributors in terms of what and when they contribute to OSS projects. We explored these differences in five GitHub-owned projects: atom, electron, hubot, git-lfs, and linguist. We chose these projects because they were initially developed by GitHubers (GitHub employees) and are maintained on GitHub (the infrastructure). Using unique features available through the GitHub API, we could differentiate whether a contribution comes from a GitHub employee or from a volunteer. Through an extensive analysis of ∼12k pull requests submitted and ∼25k issues reported, we derived the following findings:

- volunteers and employees work on different tasks, but volunteers focus mostly on reengineering, while employees invest more effort on management tasks;
- volunteers contribute more on weekends than employees (15% of volunteers’ pull requests versus 8% from employees) in four of the five studied projects. Both groups follow a similar 9am to 5pm work shift.

II. RELATED WORK

Zhou et al. [6] studied how industry involvement influences the onboarding of developers in hybrid settings. They found that while high intensity of commercial involvement was associated with a decrease of external inflow and with improved retention, a shared control mechanism was associated with increased external inflow. Homscheid and Schaarschmidt [7] investigated the drivers that explain organizational and community turnover intentions of volunteer developers who are paid by third-party companies. Atiq and Tripathi [8] explored how the developers perceive the differences of rewards in OSS projects, and found that OSS projects where only some people get directly paid may fail if they are mismanaged. Riehle et al. [9] analyzed more than 5,000 active OSS projects, from 2000 to 2007, and found that around 50% of all contributions have been paid work. Dias et al. [10] found that both employees and volunteer developers are rather active in company-owned OSS projects, when it comes to the number of pull requests submitted and the participation in the code review process. Pinto et al. [11] analyzed pull request rejections, and provided initial evidence on the use of coding best practices, and the time taken to process a pull request, comparing employees and volunteers. Our study complements the literature, by comparing what kinds of activities they perform and when they perform them.

III. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

RQ1: What is the nature of the contributions that employees and volunteers perform? Here we studied the description of the commit messages to understand the intention behind them using the approach of Hattori and Lanza [12].

RQ2: When do employees and volunteers perform their contributions? Here we used two different approaches: we studied the weekday on which contributions were performed (i.e., from Sunday to Saturday) and the working hours in which the contributions were placed (i.e., from 12:00am to 11:59pm).

IV. RESEARCH APPROACH

Employee or Volunteer? The first step was to classify the contributors as employees or volunteers. To this end, we used an approach employed in a previous study [10], which is relying on GitHub’s site_admin flag. This flag is set to true for GitHub users that are GitHub employees, and to false for those who do not work for GitHub. Consequently, we used this flag to categorize employees and volunteers in the analyzed OSS projects, which are owned by GitHub (the company).
**Company-owned Projects** In this study, we leveraged a sample made available in a previous study [11], which is composed of projects developed by GitHub (the company) on GitHub (the platform): atom, a cross-platform text editor (∼43,000 stars), electron, a tool to build cross platform desktop apps (∼56,000 stars), hubot, a customizable life improvement chatbot robot (∼13,700 stars), git-lfs, a git extension for versioning large files (∼5,300 stars), and linguist, a library to detect blob languages (∼5,400 stars). For each company-owned project, we collected pull requests and issues data using the GitHub REST API. For each pull request, we considered if it is: *open*: waiting for code reviews and/or a final decision; *closed*: the code reviews are done, but the pull request was not accepted (the status in GitHub is closed/unmerged); and *merged*: the code reviews are done, and the pull request was accepted (the status in GitHub is closed/merged).

**Data Overview** The data reported in this paper is based on pull requests and commits created from the beginning of the studied projects up to June of 2018 (when we collected data) [11].

Our data comprises 2,962 volunteers and 94 employees. These employees and volunteers submitted 11,885 pull requests (5,143 submitted by employees, and 6,742 by volunteers).

V. RESULTS

A. **RQ1: What is the nature of the contributions?**

Here we present an analysis of commit messages based on the approach of Hattori and Lanza [12], in which commits are divided into four major categories of activity: (1) **Forward engineering**, e.g., adding new features; (2) **Reengineering**, e.g., refactoring activities; (3) **Corrective**, e.g., fixing bugs; and (4) **Management**, e.g., updating documentation.

To automatically classify commits into these categories, we compared the content of commit messages against predefined word banks for each commit type based on the earliest match found. For instance, consider the following commit message: “Add: custom page size for print to PDF.” Unpacking the semantics of this commit message requires extensive domain knowledge and is difficult to automate. However, the word “add” is a match in the word bank for forward engineering; it is reasonable to assume (in this case) that the commit is adding a new feature to the software.

As we can see in Table I, the intention of the contributions varied greatly. Interestingly, employees’ contributions to Management are the most common in three out of the five studied project. Project linguist is the only exception to this rule; 28% of the employees’ contributions are forward engineering. This pattern can also be seen when considering the contributions made by volunteers. For volunteers, 48% of the contributions made to linguist were intended to add new features. However, for three out of the four other studied projects (atom, electron, and git-lfs), reengineering was the most common intent. This finding corroborates with the literature that suggests that contributions made by volunteers to open source projects are far from being trivial [13], [14]. Overall, the presence of uncategorized contributions was not negligible, accounting for 23% of the overall contributions (29% when considering only employees’ contributions, and 17% for volunteers).

B. **RQ2: When do they perform the contributions?**

To provide a general overview, Figure 1 shows the percentage of pull requests placed by day of the week (from Monday to Sunday). As this figure shows, volunteers have a more active presence in contributing during the weekends. In particular, about 15% of the contributions made by volunteers were performed during the weekends (8% on Saturday and 7% on Sundays). For employees, the percentage of contributions on weekends is lower: 8.4% (5.1% on Saturdays and 3.3% on Sundays). Project electron is the one that received most contributions by volunteers on weekends (17.2%), whereas project git-lfs is the one with the greatest presence of employees working on weekends (15.4%). On the other end of the spectrum, project hubot is the one with the least presence of contributions made during weekends (3.8% of the employees’ contributions and 5.9% of the volunteers’ contributions). Interestingly, none of the studied projects received more contributions from employees than volunteers during the weekends. These findings substantiate the belief that there are volunteers that work in their spare time.

---

1 Available online at: https://github.com/froncettiti/HLHC-2020
2 https://github.com/electron/electron/commit/fc6628d

Fig. 1. Percentage of pull requests placed by weekday. There are two bars for each studied project. The first bar (that ends with “E”) is for employees, whereas the second one (that ends with “V”) is for volunteers. The letter “A” in the beginning stands for atom, whereas “E” stands for electron, “H” stands for hubot, “G” stands for git-lfs, and “L” stands for linguist.

We now analyze the contributions by paying particular attention to the working hours in which they were placed. To do that, we used the field **date** that is available in each pull request accessed through the GitHub API (normalized to the timezone GMT-7). To conduct our analysis, we adjusted time to match the timezone where most of GitHub’s operation...
Fig. 2. The working hours of the employees and volunteers.
We note that the number of contributions made by employees is similar to the number of contributions by volunteers. Overall, employees are responsible for 47.7% of the pull requests. In terms of their working hours, we found an interesting pattern: projects atom, git-lfs, hubot, and linguist are more likely to follow a traditional 9am to 5pm work practice (66.8%, 74.9%, 55% and 55% of their pull requests were created, respectively, between 9am and 5pm); 30% of the contributions to electron, however, were performed between 9am and 5pm. This pattern occurs regardless of whether the contribution was made by volunteers or employees. Interestingly, even the developers classified as volunteers have a significant proportion of their contributions placed during the 9am to 5pm time window. For instance, 64% of the contributions that volunteers performed to atom were placed between 9am and 5pm (the results for git-lfs and linguist are, respectively, 61% and 45%).

We also manually inspected the profiles of the top-10 volunteers and employees in terms of merged pull requests. For the employees, we found that more than 80% of the pull requests from the top-10 are from US-based developers, for all projects except electron. For electron, 65% of the pull requests come from a developer based in Asia, which should explain the different pattern. For the volunteers, when we analyze atom, git-lfs, and linguist, we also found that most of the pull requests are concentrated on US-based developers. However, for electron and hubot, we noted different behaviors. For the first, the contributions are spread almost equally among developers from Europe, US, and Asia-Pacific; for the latter, the contributions are split between developers in US and Europe (and 2% from Australia). Thus, we see that the many contributions that are apparently spread throughout the day, may be actually made in working hours, given the geographical distribution of the analyzed teams.

VI. IMPLICATIONS

Research. The results of RQ2 suggest that most of the contributions performed by volunteers are done in the traditional working hours (e.g., from 9am to 5pm). Therefore, chances are that external developers are being paid by software companies other than GitHub to contribute to the studied OSS projects. Still, since there can be a shift from intrinsic to extrinsic motivations, it is necessary to revisit the common motivations to join and remain in OSS projects. Moreover, analyzing how the companies get involved with projects, and the way they interact with each other may be interesting research topics.

Practice. The results support maintainers (owners) to understand how the external community gets involved in a project, and takes different responsibilities. We showed that the contributions made by volunteers include new features and corrective engineering, but, for three out of five projects we found that the main focus is on Reengineering tasks; employees work on management tasks (being the most common task in 3 projects, RQ1). Companies could then understand that, when there is a critical mass of users interested in keeping the software evolving, a community will grow around the project. Therefore, it is important for the companies that own a product to create a welcoming environment, enabling the community to take active part in the process.

VII. LIMITATIONS

First, we rely on a very specific approach to verify whether a contributor is an employee or a volunteer. To minimize this threat, we manually investigated the affiliation of the contributors, by searching their profiles on their personal websites or other social networks. We found that two members classified as volunteer presented GitHub as their organizations. We further analyzed their profile, and found that they left GitHub and are now working in other companies. For those classified as employee members, all listed themselves as GitHub staff in their profile. Second, as we analyzed only five projects from the same company, our results cannot be generalized to other OSS projects driven by other software companies. Still, our approach limits us to scale up the number of studied projects. However, this small sample enabled us to better evaluate and understand the limitations of our approach. Nevertheless, our sample of studied projects is diverse in terms of (i) popularity (from 5k stars to 56k stars), (ii) domain (from a text editor, to a versioning tool, to libraries) and (iii) programming language (from JavaScript to Ruby and Go).

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we investigate how the contributions from employees and volunteers differ in terms of what they do and when they do it. We found that 25% of the volunteers’ contributions might be related to reengineering tasks (e.g., refactorings) whereas employees might concentrate a substantial part of their effort on management activities. Moreover, although most of the contributions made to the studied projects follow a 9am to 5pm work habit, we observed that volunteers are more likely to provide contributions during weekends (15% of the volunteers’ pull requests were placed on weekends) than employees (8% of their pull requests were on weekends).
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